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The Chairman’s Statement 2010/2011

It is my honour to present to members the 2010/11 Annual Report of the

Executive Council. The year of 2010/11 was my last year serving the Association as

Chairman.  In general, 2010/11 should be the most fruitful year of the Association in

the past three years under my term of service as Chairman.  The hard work and

efforts of the Council finally paid off and made possible the following achievements:

(1) 2010/11 Civil Service Pay Adjustment

On 1 March 2011, we issued a letter to Secretary for the Civil Service (SCS)

to express our great disappointment about the injection of HK$6,000 into MPF

without considering the feeling and morale of civil servants and to reiterate our

position that the pay adjustment should be dealt with under the established mechanism,

which must take into account a number of factors including the morale of civil

servants. Finally, the CE-in-Council decided that the pay adjustment for upper band

was 7.24% for 2011/12.

(2) Review of Post-Service Outside Work for Directorate Civil Servants

This Association had been continuously working on the above issue for about

three years. Such that, we made several submissions to CSB to express members’

views on the issue and closely monitored the latest development of the matter and

updated our members accordingly.  On 22 July 2011, SCS made a formal

announcement on the decision of the CE-in-Council for accepting the vast majority

of the two Committees’ (Review Committee and Select Committee)

recommendations. Among others, the CE-in-Council decided to discontinue the

pension suspension arrangement for pensioners while in employment with 16

subvented organizations and re-employment by the Government. The only

recommendations rejected by the CE-in-Council were those related to lengthening

of the control period. In conclusion, the decision of the CE-in-Council on the issue

was reasonable and in the favour of senior Government officers.
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(3) Appointment of Honorary Presidents

For the sustainable development of the Association, the Council decided to

appoint celebrities with outstanding performance in their professions to be the

Honorary Presidents to give support in various aspects to the Association.  To make

this important decision known to our members, the Honorary Presidents Appointment

Ceremony was organized and held on 26 May 2011 at the Craigengower Cricket

Club. The following five Honorary Presidents were appointed at the ceremony:

(1) Mr. Gao Yan Ming (Shipping);

(2) Mr. Charles W.D. Chan (Accounting);

(3) Mr. Otto Poon (Engineering);

(4) Mr. Alex, C.T. Lee (Hotel and Tourism); and

(5) Mr. Jackson P.S. Wong (Hotel and Tourism).

   We deeply believe that with the great support from our Honorary Presidents,

the Association should be able to have more advanced growth in future and continue

to make significant contributions to the prosperity and stability of Hong Kong.

On behalf of the Executive Council, I would like to express our gratitude to

the Board of Advisors, Honorary Legal Advisor and Honorary Auditors for their

invaluable advice and contributions to the Association; last but not the least, to all

members of the Association for their continual support and timely feedback.  Finally,

I sincerely hope that HKSGOA members will give the same support and advice to

my successor and the Council for 2011/12.

SO Ping-chi, Chairman

October 2011
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Report of the Council for 2010/2011

1. General

The Council was elected at the 49th Annual General Meeting on 28th October

2010 at the Government Secretariat Staff  Club Central Government Offices, 3/F,

Main Wing, New Annexe, Central, H.K. The Council in 2010/11 had full strength of

members (i.e. 20 Council members plus 4 co-opted members) from various

Government Departments. The Advisory Board composing of six past chairmen

continued to give timely advice to the Council on crucial issues in 2010/2011.

     In 2010/11, the full Council met 11 times for regular monthly meetings to

discuss matters of general concern to our members and to work out the best strategies

for holding dialogues with the Administration on various issues.  Moreover, these

were other ad-hoc groups and subcommittee meetings to safeguard members’ interest

in pay and welfares.  Details of these are given in the latter part of this report.

     As one of the constituent staff unions in the Senior Civil Service Council

(SCSC), the HKSGOA Council members attended regular committee meetings,

special meetings and ad-hoc briefings called by the Secretary for the Civil Service.

At these meetings, The HKSGOA Council members had put in their best effort to

safeguard your interest through close liaison with the other civil service councils.

On occasions when consensus could not be reached, the Council had made separate

presentations to the Administration.  The Chairman/representatives of the Association

had made frequent appearances on the mass media to comment on various civil

services related issues which were critical to employment conditions, rights and

image of senior Government officers. In addition, in respond to some major issues

happened in 2010/11 (e.g. violent protests affecting the social order of Hong Kong),

this Association worked closely together with other Civil Servants Unions and took

the lead to voice out the concerns of civil servants.
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Table 1. Rates of Home Financing Allowance

(Applicable to officers who commenced to receive an allowance before 1 November 1994)

Table 2. Rates of Home Financing Allowance / Rent Allowance

(Applicable to officers who commenced to receive an allowance on or after 1 November 1994)

2. Home Financing Scheme (HFS) / Home Purchase

Scheme (HPS) / Rent Allowance (RA) / Private

TenancyAllowance (PTA) / Non-accountable Cash

Allowance (NCA) Scheme

As per last year and in accordance with the latest mechanisms approved by

the Finance Committee (FC), all the rates of HFA, HPA, RA, PTA and NCA are

revised on 1 April and the revised rates effective from 1 April 2011 are set out in

details in CSB Circular No. 3/2011.

Rates per month ($)Pay Points
 (or equivalent)

D6 - 10

D2 - 5

MPS 45 - D1

MPS 41 - 44B

MPS 38 - 40

MPS 34 - 37

36,000

27,000

24,000

17,000

15,000

13,000

42,810

32,120

28,550

20,230

17,840

15,470

with
effect
from

1.4.1997

 with
 effect
 from

1.10.1990

Revised Rates per month ($)

30,700

23,020

20,460

14,500

12,800

 11,090

with
effect
from

1.4.2006

Rates per month ($)

D6 - 10

D2 - 5

MPS 45 - D1

MPS 41 - 44B

MPS 38 - 40

MPS 34 - 37

53,270

39,950

35,510

25,150

22,200

19,240

with
effect
from

1.4.1997
38,480

28,860

25,650

18,180

16,030

13,890

with
effect
from

1.4.2007

30,930

23,200

20,620

14,610

12,890

 11,170

with
effect
from

1.4.2007

38,190

28,640

25,460

18,040

15,910

13,790

with
effect
from

1.4.2006

33,440

25,080

22,290

15,790

13,940

 12,080

with
effect
from

1.4.2008

41,600

31,200

27,730

19,650

17,330

15,020

with
effect
from

1.4.2008

Pay Points
 (or equivalent)

33,440

25,080

22,290

15,790

13,940

 12,080

with
effect
from

1.4.2009

41,600

31,200

27,730

19,650

17,330

15,020

with
effect
from

1.4.2009

33,440

25,080

22,290

15,790

13,940

 12,080

with
effect
from

1.4.2010

41,600

31,200

27,730

19,650

17,330

15,020

with
effect
from

1.4.2010

33,610

25,210

22,400

15,870

14,010

 12,140

with
effect
from

1.4.2011

41,810

31,360

27,870

19,750

17,420

15,100

with
effect
from

1.4.2011
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Table 4. Rates of Non-accountable Cash Allowance

(Applicable to officers who start to draw an allowance on or above MPS 34 or equivalent)

Table 3. Rates of Private Tenancy Allowance

(with effect from 1 April 2010)

D6 - 10

D2 - 5

MPS 45 - D1

MPS 41 - 44B

MPS 38 - 40

MPS 34 - 37

Pay Points
(or equivalent)

with effect
from

1.4.2006

35,640

26,710

23,750

16,820

14,840

12,860

with effect
from

1.4.2007

Rates per month ($)

36,560

27,420

24,370

17,270

15,230

13,200

with effect
from

1.4.2008

39,520

29,640

26,340

18,670

16,460

14,270

with effect
from

1.4.2009

39,520

29,640

26,340

18,670

16,460

14,270

with effect
from

1.4.2010

39,520

29,640

26,340

18,670

16,460

14,270

with effect
from

1.4.2011

D2 and above

MPS 41 - D1

MPS 38 - 40

MPS 34 - 37

37,720

29,240

23,160

19,590

“Family”
Rates

Allowance per month ($)Pay Points
(or equivalent)

31,260

26,310

20,820

17,610

27,780

23,400

18,530

15,670

“Married”
Rates

Grade of
Eligibility for

Quarters “Single”
Rates

A/AA

B

C

C D

39,720

29,790

26,480

18,760

16,550

14,350
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NDQ PTA DQ

718 605 1,513

No. of officers joined since inception of the HPS in Nov.1981 :

No. of current recipients :

No. of formal applications approved since 1 Oct. 1990 :

No. of current recipients :

No. of officers joined since inception of the HLS in Nov. 1981 :

No. of current recipients :

No. of applications for RA approved since 1 Jan. 1999 :

No. of current recipients :

No. of applications for NCA approved since 1 Jun. 2000 :

No. of current recipients :

HPS :

HFS :

HLS :

RAS :

NCA :

53,263

14,649

16,518

  2,214

3,287

462

48

  2

1,207

1,134

3. Quarters Allocation Committee (QAC)

(position from August 2010 to August 2011)

Two of our Council Members, Mr Tang Chung-ming of BD and Mr Bok Kwok-

ming of HyD, represent the Association in QAC.  Throughout the year, the Association

has continued to monitor the NDQ disposal programme.  It is noted that all occupants

at Glendale had vacated their NDQs by the end of August 2010.  The Working Group

on Management of Surplus NDQ held its annual meeting on 16 February 2011 and

reached the decision that the disposal of 122 Pokfulam Road and Chater Hall would

Housing Benefits Statistics

Members may be of interest to note the following statistics on the number of

applications to join the various civil service housing benefits schemes up to 30 June

2011 :

No. of officers on or above MPS 34 in various types of accommodation as at

30 June 2011 :
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be as originally planned for the year 2013-14, and the disposal of Mansfield Road

would be as originally planned for the year 2018-19.

 In line with the pay adjustment (+1.6%) with retrospective effect from 1 April

2010 for officers on or above Master Pay Scale Point 34 or equivalent (i.e. including

officers eligible for NDQ), the salary divisor for these officers was increased from

$322 to $327 with effect from 12 August 2010.  In line with the pay adjustment

(+7.24%) with retrospective effect from 1 April 2011 for officers on or above Master

Pay Scale Point 34 or equivalent (i.e. including officers eligible for NDQ), the salary

divisor for these officers was increased from $327 to $351 with effect from 27 July

2011.  Since the above civil service pay adjustments did not apply to the judicial

officers, the salary divisor of $340 for these officers remained unchanged.

4. Pay Adjustment

Pay Adjustment

The pay trend survey findings for 2010/2011 were released on 19 May 2011.

The net pay trend indicators for the upper, middle and lower salary bands were

7.24%, 6.16% and 5.16% respectively.

Our Association and the Association of Expatriate Civil Servants of Hong

Kong jointly submitted a pay claim to the management on 27 May 2011,

recommending that the civil service pay adjustment for 2011/2012 should be made

according to the Net Pay Trend Indicators for the 3 salary bands. Eventually, the

Chief Executive-in-Council decided for a pay increase of 7.24% for civil servants in

the upper salary band, and 6.16% for civil servants in the middle and lower bands.

In 2011/2012, a pay level survey and a starting salary review will be carried

out. We will closely monitor the development of these surveys.

5.  Review of Civil Service Pay Policy and System

No meeting was held for the Consultative Group on Civil Service Pay

Adjustment Mechanism in the past 12 months. The issue with regard to how pay

adjustment should be effected under the up-and-down mechanism upon the conclusion

of a Pay Level Survey would be further discussed in subsequent CG meetings:
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6. The Standing Committee on Medical and Dental

Facilities for Civil Servants (SCMDF)

The medical and dental facilities provided to civil servants, retired civil

servants, and their eligible dependents are part and parcel of the employment

packages. The Government, as the employer, has pledged to provide “the best

available medical attendance and treatment”.

The Standing Committee on Medical and Dental Facilities for Civil Servants

(SCMDF) was formed in 1979. Staff members include representatives from the staff

sides of four Central Consultative Councils. Official side members include

representative s from CSB, FHB, HA and DH. Meetings are held quarterly. A total

of 84 meetings have been held in the last three decades.

Important issues discussed recently are as follows:

Direct payment of drugs

Due to a change of policy by HA unilaterally, some drugs are made chargeable

to the civil service eligible persons (CSEPs). The existing arrangement necessitates

the attending HA doctor to certify that the prescribed drugs or equipment are necessary

for the patients on medial ground, the CSEPs may then apply to the Government for

reimbursement.

The staff side maintains that the introduction of chargeable self-financed items

is only an initiation made by the HA. There is nothing to do with the Government

and its employees. As the Government is still obliged to provide the necessary

contractual requirement, the staff side should not be affected. All such chargeable

items should be paid directly by the Government to HA, without all the hassles and

difficulties imposed on the CSEPs.

From 1 April 2010 to 28 February 2011, DH has processed 36,403 applications

for payment and reimbursement of medical fees and hospital charges. Among these,

36,245 (99.6%) applications with a total claims values of $241.6 million were

approved. This extra workload and waste of manpower is not justifiable.
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Unreasonable accounting procedures

It must be re-iterated that the re-imbursement of self-financing drugs and

equipment is a change of conditions imposed by the HA. Instead of adding the items

to the general budget provided by the Government to the HA (about 7% of which is

allowed to provide services to CSEP), the provision for reimbursement of medical

expenses in 2011-11 had been singled out as a civil servant ‘medical benefit’, which

amount $290 million. In the public eyes, it seem that the CSEP is ‘enjoying’ such an

increase but the real beneficiary is the HA.

Waiting time for dental appointment

Even only as one of the indicators for quality of service (others indicators

may include client satisfaction, total service hours available, etc.), the waiting time

for dental appointment consistently falls below the staff side expectation. The standard

re-call period for dental check-up was used to be about 9 months. The reality is that

a waiting period of over 16 months is now the norm in many dental clinics. The

waiting period for specialist dental treatment even ranges from 23 to 42 months.

New developments

A new Occupational Health Clinic for Government employees suffering from

injury-on-duty or occupational diseases has been opened in Queen Elizabeth Hospital.

Another one is expected to be opened in Pamela Youde Nethersole Eastern Hospital

by the end of 2011.

The New Territories Family Clinic commenced in March 2010 has been in

full operation since November 2010.

A new Imaging Centre was set up in Queen Elizabeth Hospital to provide

enhanced diagnostic services to CSEPs in January 2011.

One clinic session per week in the fields of medicine, surgery and family

medicine in the specialist at L Block of QEH has been added.

A new specialist out-patients clinic is being planned at the Prince of Wales

Hospital.
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Conclusion

All along, the staff side maintains strongly that the medical and dental facilities

available to the CSEPs are part of their contractual salary packages. The staff side

especially objects to the view that the CSEPs are ‘competing’ with the general public

for medical and dental services.

Despite the advances in medical treatments, the main criticism from the staff

side ironically is that the medical and dental facilities received, in many ways, are

no better than those provided some thirty years ago.

The reimbursement of medical expenses has been creating difficulties on the

staff side, unnecessary administrative workload in the Department of Health,

misunderstandings among HA doctors, and, worse of all, generating a false public

impression that the expenses on civil servants medical ‘benefits’ has been increasing

by millions each year. The $290 millions paid in the year 2010-2011 for

reimbursement of medical expenses should have been properly allocated to the general

budget provided by the Government to the HA.

7.  Social Functions

The Association held its 52nd Anniversary Ball at the BP International House

on 21st December 2010.  Our guests of honour, Chairman of the Standing Commission

on Civil Service Salaries and Conditions of Service, Mr. Nicky Lo Kar-chun, SBS,

JP attended the function and took the opportunity to meet with the HKSGOA

members.  191 members and guests had attended the Anniversary Ball and celebrated

the 2010 Christmas in the wonderful night.  The delicious western food, the enthralling

music and all HKSGOA members have contributed to the successful evening.

The next Ball is being organized by the Ball Committee. This will be our 53rd

Anniversary Ball & will be held at the BP International House on 16th December

2011 (Friday evening).  Please earmark the event in your diary.

To promote our feel of belonging in the HKSGOA, the Execute Committee

will plan social functions suitable for members and their families in the coming

year.  Social functions, such as trip to china, gatherings, parties and etc. will come in
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the 2011/2012.  HKSGOA members and families are welcome to join these functions,

to enjoy the gathering with other members.

As regards social functions, the Association arranged special encounter at

Ocean Park in March,2011 and trip to Inner Mongolia, PRC in July, 2011. During

the visit to Ocean Park, the members and their families uncovered fascinating

knowledge of aquatic lives, much of which have been dwelling in the aquatic

environments of other parts of our planet. Alongside the exchange of union works

and experiences with Mainland counterparts, which formed the crucial part of the

HKSGOA’s visit to Inner Mongolia, the members of the trip built up connectivity

with Mongolian culture, and friendship with Khan’s descendants.

Please note that all EC members’ efforts are on voluntary basis.

8.  Office Administration

The Association continues to employ two part-time administrative assistants.

The Association Office opens for business from 9:00a.m. to 5:00p.m. daily, Monday

to Friday. A web site is available to disseminate information to members.

Website address : “www.hksgoa.org”.

Email address : hksgoa@biznetvigator.com

Association address : Rm 328, 3/F, East Wing, Central Government Offices,

2 Tim Mei Avenue, Tamar, HK.

�� ! "#$%&'()*+,- POU�

Members are welcome to contact either Miss Linda Chan or Miss Sylvia Pang

regarding membership services during office hours.

Tel: 2522 4267 (auto - recording after office hours)

Fax: 2523 3319
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9. Other Services to Members (Benefits)
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Room Accommodation
(Subject to 10% Service Charge)

Sun-Fri 40% discount on published room rates

Sat 30% discount on published room rates

Special Festival 10% discount on festival package
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�� !"=�� !"�� !"#$%& TR��=E�� $6,000-$9,000

50% discount on “system-plus” paint sealant service (original price

hk$1,000-1,800, depends on Car capacity)

20% discount on “City King” 12-Month car detailing and protection

programmer (original price hk$3,360)

25% discount on “Service Easy” 12-Month Auto Maintenance plan (original

price hk$6,000-9,0000, depends on Car capacity)
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From time to time, members may receive promotional or
advertisement materials / leaflets from commercial companies together
with HKSGOA’s mailing publications and reports.  Please note that
the Association does not accept any liability arising from any
misrepresentation in the materials/leaflets.  Members are reminded to
satisfy themselves with the accuracy of information contained therein
before acting on it.
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